
GLOSSARY OF WOOL AND FELT TERMS 
 
Card To disentangle, clean, and straighten wool fibers by using a metal comb or 

carding machine. Carding is the process by which the short and tangled fibers 
are separated from the long fibers and the latter are drawn (straightened) out 
and laid parallel to each other. 

 
Crimp  The natural waviness of a wool fiber. 
 
Felt  Both a noun and a verb, it is the fabric that is the end product of repeated   
  applications of heat, moisture, and pressure to wool fibers, causing them to  
  matt together and become permanently entangled.  
 
Fleece  The entire coat of wool shorn from the sheep at one time. 
 
Fulling Usually used in reference to initial stages of felting, when the fibers are   
  beginning shrink and grab hold of each other following applications of heat,  
  moisture, and pressure.  
 
Grading Classifying the fleece according to fineness and length of staple. 
 
In the  Wool taken from the living sheep that has not been scoured. 
Grease 
 
Lanolin Purified wool grease. 
 
Roving The strand of twisted and drawn-out fibers of wool from which yarns are made. 
 
Scouring The removal of grease, and dirt from wool by washing with water in a   
  neutral scour with a non-ionic detergent. 
 
Staple  Refers to the length of the fiber, but in a more restricted sense, it is used in  
  describing a lock of wool in the fleece. 
 
Top  A continuous untwisted strand of longer fiber from which the shorter fibers  
  have been removed by the worsted comb. 
 
Worsted Yarn spun from top. The wool fibers are paralleled and equalized, with the  
  resulting yarn having a high twist level. 
 
 
 
 

Please feel free to contact me via email at: vallorie.henderson@insightbb.com  
Or by phone at (502) 435-3319. 
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History of Felt 

 
Compiled from several sources by Vallorie Henderson 

 
 Felt is a strange and unique fabric. It has no warp or weft, like woven fabrics, nor right 
or wrong side, nor beginning and no end. It is made with the minimum of equipment, yet a 
strange alchemy occurs between wool, moisture, heat and friction, to create a fabric which is 
warm and hard-wearing. It can be fine enough to drape in heavy folds, or of such density and 
thickness that some cultures use it as the main construction material in their housing. 
 Every age and culture seems to have its own myths and legends as to the origins of felt. 
Yet all the stories contain the correct formula for creating the fabric. In Europe, St. Clement and 
St. Feutre are both credited with the discovery of felt, when, according to legend, they each 
went on a pilgrimage wearing new sandals, which they packed with sheep’s wool to ease their 
blisters. In the Middle East the footsore traveler is a camel driver who took soft camel hair to 
line his shoes. All these travelers found at the end of their journeys dense mats of felt in their 
shoes. 
 Noah is attributed with making the largest piece of felt, when he used sheep’s fleece to 
line the ark because of its water repellent qualities. After the ark had been adrift for forty days 
and nights, the warmth, moisture and movement of the animals made a felt cover for the floor. 
Today, the legend of discovery has us all as the central character – who has not put a favorite 
sweater in the washing machine, to find it shrunk beyond all recognition and stiff as a board? 
 The use of felt pre-dates all other textiles. Felted animal hair found at Catal Hϋyϋk in 
Turkey dates from the Neolithic period (6500 – 6300 B.C.). The most interesting examples of 
early felt are from the frozen tombs in the Altai Mountains in Siberia. The Pazyryk mounds were 
preserved by the permafrost and lack of air. Discovered were huge pictorial wall hangings, 
swans made from fine felt and stuffed with deer hair, beautiful saddle covers trimmed with 
leather, fur, hair and gold, and other highly decorated items such as floor coverings and 
cushions. All the pieces are richly colored, skillfully made and remarkably sophisticated.  
 Much of felt’s history belongs with the nomads of Central Asia who have used felt in 
many forms, and who have made felt for over 2,500 years. Felt was so fundamental in the lives 
of the nomads that the Chinese called their territory in 400 B.C. “the land of felt”. Ghengis Khan 
referred to the nomads he ruled as “the generations that lived in felt”. 
 The peoples of Central Asia not only lived in round felt tents known as yurts, they also 
had felt structures on top of the carts and wagons in which they traveled. The kepenek is a felt 
cloak type garment worn by Turkish shepherds that is so thick and sturdy it will stand 
unsupported when not in use. 
 The story of felt past and present is as tangled as the fibers of the fabric. It is still made 
today in essentially the same way that it was 2,000 years ago, and the most effective way of 
making it is still the simplest. Today, felt is widely known as carpet underlay, craft felt, and the 
material for hats, piano key pads and the tips of pens. More recently, handmade felt has 
become recognized as an art and contemporary craft medium. Felt is truly a timeless, and for 
many, a magical, substance. 
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SOURCES FOR FELTMAKING MATERIALS 

 
R. H. Lindsay Company 
P. O. Box 218 
Boston, Mass. 02124 
617-288-1155 
www.rhlindsaywool.com 
Merino wool 

Dharma Trading Company 
P.O. Box 150916 
San Rafael, CA 94915 
800-542-5227 
www.dharmatrading.com 
Jacquard acid dyes

 
Exotic Silks           The Woolery 
1959 Leghorn           315 St. Clair 
Mountain View, CA 94043         Frankfort, KY 40601 
800-845-7455           800-441-9665 
www.exoticsilks.com          www.woolery.com 
silk fabrics           dyed and carded wool & other felting supplies 

http://www.dharmatrading.com/
http://www.exoticsilks.com/

